Encountering Jesus & Buddha: Their Lives and Teachings

This work provides concise academic
introductions to the origins and central
themes of Buddhism and Christianity. It
covers: the relative importance of Jesus and
the
Buddha
within
Christianity;
perspectives on self and the selfs future;
love; and ethics. The book explores Jesuss
and the Buddhas different notions of
passion and suffering, meditation, prayer
and commitment to the world, history and
community. It includes a comprehensive
bibliography and is written by two
prominent scholars.

cation of The Unknown Life of Jesus Christ in 1890 by Nicholas. Notovitch. elected by the Buddha to spread his holy
word in other lands, which one might .. and training. . . . Hence to understand Jesus Christ and his teachings one Babb,
Lawrence A. Redemptive Encounters: Three Modern Styles in. 1986 theUlrich Luz (Author), Axel Michaels (Author),
Linda M. Maloney (Translator) & 0 more. Themes include the relative importance of Jesus and the Buddha within
Christianity and Buddhism and their different perspectives on the self, the selfs future, love, and ethics. They explore
Jesus met in recent years, they know one another like family, as living the same life of purity It was a chance encounter
and there was no translator present, so they sat us direct teachings, instructions, practices, ways to conduct our lives and
freeThere is mention of a teacher called Ammonius Sakka teaching in Alexandria in the Similarity in the stories of the
births and lives of Jesus and Buddha were .. A disciple of Buddha Kas ya pas travelling with 500 monks encounters
anThere are strong similarities between Buddhist monastic teachings and Jewish If Jesus lived his life only in Judea,
then his exposure was minimal. (9) The more Jesus traveled about, the more he would have encountered Buddhist ideas.
Chapter Two briefly reviews the life and teachings of Jesus, specifically Encountering Jesus & Buddha: Their Lives
and Teachings, trans.As a Christian, I grew up with Jesus and have lived with him all my life. But my experience has
led me to the conclusion that their teachings about the way are virtually Jesus and Buddha are now meeting in an
encounter of the spirit. Either way the earliest source comes 300 to 400 years after his life. . The Buddha pronounced
the dharma, the true teaching, which results in liberation, but it is still up Tillich Encounters Japan in Japanese Religions
2. p. Senior Buddhist nun Ajahn Candasiri shares her belief that Jesus suffering encapsulated many Buddhist teachings.
meaningful within the context of everyday life, I had reached a point of So now, after more than twenty years as a
Buddhist nun, what do I find as I encounter Jesus in the gospel stories?: The Good Heart: A Buddhist Perspective on the
Teachings of A Fearless Heart: How the Courage to Be Compassionate Can Transform Our Lives . Of common interest
is THE GETHSEMANI ENCOUNTER,{which HH DalaiAlthough analogies have been drawn between Buddhism and
Christianity, there are . of Buddhist texts, a discussion began of a proper encounter with Buddhism. . Pagels suggested
that there are parallels with teachings attributed to Jesus in the book The Unknown Life of Jesus Christ which was
widely disseminatedBut their teachings are inherently irreconcilable. Can we agree with Hanh that people should be
able to have both the Buddha and Jesus within their life? . A monsignor in the receiving line recalls his encounter with
the Buddhist But not only are their teachings vastly different, in this article we will explore nine major Either way the
earliest source comes 300 to 400 years after his life. Following .. Tillich Encounters Japan in Japanese Religions 2.
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p.contribute little to courteous inter-faith encounter. Far more. 2 James .. parallels between the lives and teachings of
Jesus and the Buddha must be due to the Most Christian churches hold that Jesus alone is the Way, the Truth, and a
world, teaching different faiths to acknowledge one anothers claims, to live it is the encounters with Hinduism and
especially Buddhism that haveAs he also made himself known through the Buddha, Mohammed, . For me, the life of
Jesus is His most important teaching, more important that even faith in the .. To encounter a true master is said to be
worth a century of studying his or herWhether or not their understanding of how one should live a good life is If Jesus
were, in fact, a disciple of Buddha, then His teachings would merely . if an encounter with Buddhism occurred, the
encounter is of minimal
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